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Quenched QCD with O„a… improvement: The spectrum of light hadrons
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We present a comprehensive study of the masses of pseudoscalar and vector mesons, as well as octet and
decuplet baryons computed inO(a)-improved quenched lattice QCD. Results have been obtained using the
nonperturbative definition of the improvement coefficientcsw, and also its estimate in tadpole improved
perturbation theory. We investigate effects of improvement on the incidence of exceptional configurations,
mass splittings, and the parameterJ. By combining the results obtained using nonperturbative and tadpole
improvement in a simultaneous continuum extrapolation, we can compare our spectral data to experiment. We
confirm earlier findings by the CP-PACS Collaboration that the quenched light hadron spectrum agrees with
experiment at the 10% level.

PACS number~s!: 11.15.Ha, 12.38.Aw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite recent efforts in simulating lattice QCD with d
namical quarks@1–3#, the quenched approximation is st
widely used. While precision tests of QCD through nume
cal simulations with dynamical quarks are not possible w
the present generation of machines, accurate calculation
experimentally known quantities, such as the light had
spectrum, can be performed using the quenched approx
tion. Recently, the results of such a benchmark calcula
using the Wilson fermion action have been presented by
CP-PACS Collaboration@4#, superseding a similar study pe
formed earlier by GF11@5#. Results from a similar calcula
tion employing staggered fermions were published in@6#. In
Ref. @4# it was concluded that the quenched light hadr
spectrum deviates significantly from experiment by ab
10%.

In order to reach this level of precision, one needs to h
control over many systematic effects, in particular lattice
tifacts. In Refs.@4,5# extrapolations to the continuum lim
were performed, thus eliminating the dependence on the
tice spacinga. However, since the leading cutoff effects f
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Wilson fermions are linear ina, it is desirable to corroborate
these findings and extend the analysis to weak hadronic
trix elements by performing a similar study using an im
proved action.

To leading order ina the Symanzik improvement program
amounts to adding the well-known Sheikholeslami-Wohl
term to the fermionic Wilson action@7#:

dS52csw

ik

2 (
x,m,n

c̄~x!smnFmn~x!c~x!. ~1!

Provided thatcsw is chosen appropriately, spectral quantiti
such as hadron masses approach the continuum limit wi
rate proportional toa2. Nonperturbative determinations o
csw have been performed in the quenched approxima
@8,9# and for nf52 flavors of dynamical quarks@10#. Esti-
mates ofcsw in tadpole-improved perturbation theory@11#
are also widely used. Results for quantities in the light h
ron sector using one or the other of the two methods h
appeared recently@12–15,9,16–18#.

In this paper we present results for the quenched li
hadron spectrum in the continuum limit, using data co
puted for both nonperturbative and tadpole-improved defi
tions of csw at several values of the lattice spacing. By co
bining the two data sets and performing a simultane
continuum extrapolation, we obtain an independent chec
the results reported in@4,5#, using a different discretization
of the theory. Here we concentrate on the light hadron sp
trum. Our results for weak matrix elements such as de
constants will be published elsewhere.
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TABLE I. Simulation parameters, statistics, and smearing parameters for the NP~upper three rows! and TAD ~lower three rows! data
sets. Lattice sizes in physical units are estimated usingr 0 to set the scale@34#. The number of exceptional configurations removed from
ensemble is denoted in parentheses.

b csw L33T L @fm# k No. conf. Smearing

6.0 1.769 163348 1.5 0.13344,0.13417,0.13455 496~3! fuzz, r 56
323364 3.0 0.13344,0.13417,0.13455 70~2! jac, Njac530

6.2 1.614 243348 1.6 0.13460,0.13510,0.13530 216 fuzz,r 58

5.7 1.568 163348 2.7 0.13843,0.14077 145 jac,Njac516
6.0 1.479 163348 1.5 0.13700,0.13810,0.13856 499 fuzz,r 56
6.2 1.442 243348 1.6 0.13640,0.13710,0.13745 218 fuzz,r 58
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The main conclusion of this work is that the previous
observed agreement of the quenched light hadron spec
with experiment at the level of 10% is confirmed. Furthe
more, we present qualitative and quantitative analyses of
effects ofO(a) improvement on mass splittings, the para
eter J, the quark mass dependence of hadrons, and the
proach to the continuum limit. In many ways this work is
continuation of a previous paper@12#.

The outline of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II w
present the details of our simulations, including the definit
of improvement coefficients and our numerical procedur
Sections III and IV contain discussions of the ‘‘raw’’ resul
in the mesonic and baryonic sectors, respectively. The qu
mass dependence of hadron masses is discussed in Sec.
Sec. VI we present our results extrapolated to the continu
limit. Detailed comparisons of our results and conclusio
are presented in Sec. VII.

II. DETAILS OF THE SIMULATION

A. Improvement coefficients and simulation parameters

We have generated gauge field configurations using
Wilson plaquette action at three values ofb56/g0

2, namely,
b55.7, 6.0, and 6.2. We used the same hybrid overrela
algorithm described in@19#. For the fermions we have use
the O(a)-improved Wilson action defined by

SF
impr@U,c̄,c#5SF

W@U,c̄,c#

2csw

ik

2 (
x,m,n

c̄~x!smnFmn~x!c~x!, ~2!

whereSF
W is the standard Wilson action andFmn is a lattice

definition of the field strength tensor. The improvement c
efficient csw has been calculated to one loop in perturbat
theory @20,21#:

csw5110.267g0
21O~g0

4!. ~3!

It has also been determined nonperturbatively forb>6.0 in
Ref. @8# and forb>5.7 in @9#.

We have computed quark propagators atb56.0 and 6.2,
using the nonperturbative determination ofcsw from @8#:
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csw
np5

120.656g0
220.512g0

420.054g0
6

120.922g0
2 , b>6.0. ~4!

Furthermore, we have used tadpole-improved tree-level e
mates forcsw,

csw
tad5u0

23, u0
45

1

3
^Re TrUp&, ~5!

in order to calculate quark propagators atb55.7, 6.0, and
6.2. In the following we shall refer to the data sets compu
using eithercsw

np or csw
tad as NP and TAD, respectively.

Our values for the hopping parameterk were chosen such
that they straddle the region of the strange quark mass.
simulation parameters for each data set are compiled
Table I, which also contains the estimates of the spatial
tensions for each lattice in physical units. Exceptional co
figurations which were encountered atb56.0 for csw

np have
been removed from the statistical ensemble. The incidenc
those configurations is examined in more detail in Sec. I

In Ref. @22# it was argued that the bare parameters have
be rescaled in theO(a)-improved theory, so that spectra
quantities approach the continuum limit with a rate prop
tional to a2.1 In the quenched approximation the rescali
needs to be performed only for the bare~subtracted! quark
mass

mq5
1

2a S 1

k
2

1

kc
D , ~6!

wherekc is the critical value of the hopping parameter. T
rescaled quark massm̃q is defined by

m̃q5mq~11bmamq!, ~7!

and the improvement coefficientbm has been computed in
one-loop perturbation theory as@23#

1The rescaling is required if a mass independent renormaliza
scheme is adopted in which all renormalization conditions are
posed at zero quark mass. In order for such a scheme to be
patible with O(a) improvement, the renormalization of the ba
parameters cannot be avoided.
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bm52
1

2
20.0962g0

21O~g0
4!. ~8!

So far bm has been determined nonperturbatively only ab
56.2 @24#. We have thus used the perturbative estimate
Eq. ~8!, evaluated with a ‘‘boosted’’ couplingg25g0

2/u0
4 un-

less stated otherwise. In practice we found that the detai
the evaluation ofbm ~e.g., bare versus boosted perturbati
theory! have little influence on our results.

B. Hadron correlators and fitting procedure

Our quark propagators were calculated using both lo
and smeared sources and sinks. The smearing was perfo
using either the ‘‘fuzzing’’ technique described in Ref.@25#
or the Jacobi smearing algorithm of Ref.@26#. Both smearing
procedures are gauge invariant. They also have a numb
parameters, which can be tuned in order to optimize the p
jection on a given hadronic state. For Jacobi smearing
projection properties are controlled by the parameterkS ,
which appears in the kernel of the smearing operator, and
number of iterations,Njac @26#. Based on our experience, w
always chosekS50.25 and usedNjac to control the smearing
radius.

The fuzzing algorithm for hadronic correlators has thr
tunable parameters, denoted byc, Nfz , andr. The parameter
c is the so-called ‘‘link-staple mixing ratio,’’ which appear
in the construction of fuzzed spatial links~at fuzzing leveln!
according to@27#

U j
~n!~x!5PH cUj

~n21!~x!1 (
k561,kÞ j

Uk
~n21!~x!U j

~n21!

3~x1 k̂!Uk
~n21!†~x1 ĵ !J , ~9!

whereP denotes the projection back into the group manifo
of SU~3!. The maximum number of fuzzing levels is give
by Nfz . Throughout this work we have usedc52 andNfz
55. The size of the fuzzed source~sink! is then determined
by r, which is simply the length of the straight path of fuzz
links emanating from the origin into all~positive and nega-
tive! spatial directions.

An extensive investigation into the optimal smearing p
rameters, using the projection on both mesonic and hadr
states, was performed atb56.0 on 163348 for csw

np @28#. It
was found thatNjac516 turned out to be a compromise b
tween good projection properties and acceptable noise le
in all types of correlators. Similarly, the optimal radius f
fuzzed sources was determined to ber 56. For differentb
values the radiusr was scaled with the lattice spacing. Th
type of smearing and the corresponding values ofNjac or r
are listed in Table I for all data sets.

Quark propagators computed using smeared or lo
sources and sinks were combined into hadron correlat
We always use the generic notation ‘‘S’’ to denote corre
tors which have been smeared, regardless of whether fuz
or Jacobi smearing was used to smear the sources a
sinks. By ‘‘L’’ we denote unsmeared~‘‘local’’ ! sources and
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sinks. For instance, meson and baryon correlators wh
have been smeared at the source but not at the sink are
labeled ‘‘SL’’ in this notation. The generalization to othe
combinations of source and sink smearing is obvious.

We have computed meson and baryon correlators for
generate and nondegenerate combinations of quark ma
Meson correlators in the pseudoscalar and vector chan
were analyzed, as well as spin-1/2~octet! and spin-3/2~de-
cuplet! baryons.

Our meson masses were extracted by performing co
lated, simultaneous fits to the~LL, SS! or ~LL, SL! combi-
nation of correlators. In most cases we used a double-c
formula to fit the ground state and the first excitation, requ
ing the masses in the fit formulas to coincide for both the
and SS ~or SL! correlators. At b56.0 on 323364, the
double-cosh fits turned out to be unstable, so that we reso
to single-cosh fits to either theSSor SLcorrelator. For bary-
ons we followed the same strategy, using double-exponen
fits and, atb56.0, 323364, a single exponential.

All fitting intervals have been determined by performing
‘‘sliding window’’ analysis, in which we first selected th
maximum time slicetmax of the fitting interval~usually tmax
&T/2! and then pushedtmin to its lowest value which was
compatible with the requirements of lowx2/NDF and overall
stability of the fitted masses.

All statistical errors have been estimated using the bo
strap method with 1000 bootstrap samples. More det
about our implementation of the method can be found
@29#.

C. Exceptional configurations

It has been noted that calculations of fermionic quantit
occasionally suffer from abnormally large fluctuations,
particular for small quark masses@30,8#. These fluctuations
have been linked to exceptionally small eigenvalues of
Dirac operator, and the gauge configurations on which t
occur are usually called ‘‘exceptional configurations.’’ Th
fraction of such configurations in the total statistical e
semble increases for smaller quark massmq and/or larger
values ofg0

2, csw, and the lattice volume@8#.
In our simulations we have encountered exceptional c

figurations atb56.0, but not at the other twob values. In
order to compare their incidence forcsw

tad and csw
np , we have

analyzed distributions of observables forb56.0 on 163

348, using the smallest quark mass in the TAD and NP d
sets. The chosen observable was the unsmeared~i.e., LL!
pseudoscalar correlator att5T/2.

To this end we have determined the medianxm and the
values denoting the upper (xu) and lower (xl) ends of the
central 68%. As a measure for the width, one can define
ratio

Dxu

xm
, Dxu5xu2xm . ~10!

The distributions are quite similar for the TAD and NP da
sets. First, their width is comparable, sinceDxu /xm'0.65 in
both cases. Second, both distributions extend smoothly ou
aboutxm19Dxu .
6-3
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TABLE II. Pseudoscalar masses for the nonperturbatively improved data sets.

b L33T k1 k2 amPS @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

6.0 163348 0.13344 0.13344 0.397727
113 @6,23# 23.82/30

0.13417 0.13344 0.355327
115 @6,23# 24.18/30

0.13455 0.13344 0.331929
117 @6,23# 26.70/30

0.13417 0.13417 0.307728
118 @6,23# 26.14/30

0.13455 0.13417 0.2805210
119 @6,23# 27.37/30

013455 0.13455 0.2493212
122 @6,23# 30.84/30

6.0 323364 0.13344 0.13344 0.395228
116 @15,31# 14.49/15

0.13417 0.13344 0.3524210
115 @15,31# 14.86/15

0.13455 0.13344 0.3284211
115 @15,31# 13.56/15

0.13417 0.13417 0.3048211
113 @15,31# 13.64/15

0.13455 0.13417 0.2769211
113 @15,31# 12.22/15

0.13455 0.13455 0.2457210
114 @15,31# 13.04/15

6.2 243348 0.13460 0.13460 0.2803210
115 @8,23# 30.99/26

0.13510 0.13460 0.2492212
117 @8,23# 29.08/26

0.13530 0.13460 0.2361214
118 @8,23# 28.42/26

0.13510 0.13510 0.2149214
119 @8,23# 31.54/26

0.13530 0.13510 0.1998217
119 @8,23# 31.18/26

0.13530 0.13530 0.1836218
123 @8,23# 32.04/26
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There are, however, differences in the tails of the dis
butions, i.e., the number of values encountered far bey
xm19Dxu . In the TAD data set only one configuration
encountered, which produces a value at roughly 37Dxu
above the median, whereas in the NP data set there are
such configurations with values for the pseudoscalar c
relator at 44Dxu , 65Dxu , and 360Dxu abovexm .

We draw two conclusions from this analysis. The fact th
the width is comparable~i.e., the value ofDxu /xm! suggests
that the typical statistical fluctuations do not increase sign
cantly ascsw is increased from its tadpole-improved pertu
bative estimate to the nonperturbative value. Second,
have confirmed the increase of the fraction of exceptio
configurations~i.e., those configurations for which the ob
servable shoots up to values which are orders of magni
above the normal level of fluctuations! for larger csw. The
presence of a zero eigenvalue of the Dirac operator a
nearbyk value has also been verified for such configuratio
@32#.

We did not make attempts to treat exceptional configu
tions using, for instance, the methods described in@31#. In-
stead, we have chosen to eliminate them from our statis
ensemble. That is, atb56.0, 163348, we have removed th
two configurations which produced the most extreme val
in the distribution of the unsmeared pion propagator forcsw

np

and on which the inversion of the Dirac operator did n
converge for some of its components. The latter also
curred on another configuration if a fuzzed source was u
and that configuration was subsequently removed as w
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The total number of exceptional configurations which we
removed for a particular data set are shown in brackets
Table I. Note that no configurations were eliminated fro
the TAD data sets.

For our range ofb values and the corresponding values
csw, the incidence of exceptional configurations is still re
tively small. Their fraction in the NP data set amounts to le
than 1% on 163348 ~3% on 323364!, and after the analysis
presented here we do not expect serious distortions of
statistical ensembles due to their removal.

III. RESULTS FOR PSEUDOSCALAR AND VECTOR
MASSES

In Tables II–V we present our ‘‘raw’’ results for meso
masses in the pseudoscalar and vector channels, which
obtained from the fits described in the previous section. T
fit ranges were determined independently for the~LL,SL! and
~LL,SS! combinations of correlators. Both combinations ga
consistent results, and in general we quote the result from
fit which gave the best value ofx2/NDF.

In the pseudoscalar channel the fits were very stable un
variations of the fitting interval. By contrast, the fits in th
vector channel could in some cases differ by up to one s
dard deviation if a different fitting interval was selected. W
estimate the systematic error in the mass of the vector me
arising from choosing alternative fitting ranges to be at m
as large as the statistical error. This systematic error has
been included in the tables.
6-4
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TABLE III. Vector masses for the nonperturbatively improved data sets.

b L33T k1 k2 amV @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

6.0 163348 0.13344 0.13344 0.5397230
132 @6,23# 24.02/30

0.13417 0.13344 0.5124232
149 @6,23# 27.16/30

0.13455 0.13344 0.4997250
151 @6,23# 29.71/30

0.13417 0.13417 0.4852253
153 @6,23# 27.92/30

0.13455 0.13417 0.4713268
169 @6,23# 31.96/30

0.13455 0.13455 0.4577283
185 @6,23# 30.16/30

6.0 323364 0.13344 0.13344 0.5400235
147 @10,20# 13.68/9

0.13417 0.13344 0.5143239
153 @10,20# 14.44/9

0.13455 0.13344 0.5019246
158 @10,20# 13.75/9

0.13417 0.13417 0.4887248
161 @10,20# 13.30/9

0.13455 0.13417 0.4762259
174 @10,20# 10.31/9

0.13455 0.13455 0.4636276
188 @10,20# 6.69/9

6.2 243348 0.13460 0.13460 0.3887228
132 @8,23# 33.55/26

0.13510 0.13460 0.3708236
142 @8,23# 28.99/26

0.13530 0.13460 0.3645247
143 @8,23# 26.51/26

0.13510 0.13510 0.3531251
155 @8,23# 29.56/26

0.13530 0.13510 0.3471261
162 @8,23# 27.91/26

0.13530 0.13530 0.3414282
172 @8,23# 30.98/26
t
te
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e
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A. Finite-volume effects

Based on our results for the NP data set obtained ab
56.0 on 163348 and 323364, we can make a first estima
of finite-size effects in the mesonic sector. In physical un
the spatial extensions of the two lattices correspond toL
'1.5 and 3.0 fm, respectively.
05450
s

In the pseudoscalar channel we find indications for sm
but significant finite volume effects. On the smaller latti
the values foramPS are consistently larger. Furthermore, th
effect shows a trend to increase as the quark mass
smaller. Both these observations are consistent with the
pected qualitative features of finite-size effects. The diff
TABLE IV. Pseudoscalar masses for the tadpole-improved data sets.

b L33T k1 k2 amPS @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

5.7 163332 0.13843 0.13843 0.735026
111 @6,15# 23.99/14

0.14077 0.13843 0.6404229
111 @5,15# 16.89/16

0.14077 0.14077 0.5307220
119 @5,15# 16.00/16

6.0 163348 0.13700 0.13700 0.413127
113 @6,23# 22.57/30

0.13810 0.13700 0.357226
116 @6,23# 21.97/30

0.13856 0.13700 0.332026
121 @6,23# 27.82/30

0.13810 0.13810 0.292724
121 @6,23# 26.93/30

0.13856 0.13810 0.262127
123 @6,23# 29.93/30

0.13856 0.13856 0.2268210
125 @6,23# 30.40/30

6.2 243348 0.13640 0.13640 0.3033210
112 @8,23# 30.03/26

0.13710 0.13640 0.2643211
115 @8,23# 29.29/26

0.13745 0.13640 0.2436213
118 @8,23# 29.02/26

0.13710 0.13710 0.2206212
118 @8,23# 31.97/26

0.13745 0.13710 0.1959216
121 @8,23# 30.92/26

0.13745 0.13745 0.1680218
127 @8,23# 31.13/26
6-5
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TABLE V. Vector masses for the tadpole-improved data sets.

b L33T k1 k2 amV @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

5.7 163332 0.13843 0.13843 0.9332237
145 @7,15# 12.80/12

0.14077 0.13843 0.8688248
154 @7,15# 11.96/12

0.14077 0.14077 0.809213
19 @7,15# 10.76/12

6.0 163348 0.13700 0.13700 0.5386222
132 @7,23# 23.82/28

0.13810 0.13700 0.5030224
140 @6,23# 27.20/30

0.13856 0.13700 0.4889241
145 @6,23# 27.83/30

0.13810 0.13810 0.4652244
152 @6,23# 26.92/30

0.13856 0.13810 0.4501262
166 @6,23# 29.23/30

0.13856 0.13856 0.4353276
188 @6,23# 25.43/30

6.2 243348 0.13640 0.13640 0.4005226
123 @8,23# 32.65/26

0.13710 0.13640 0.3761229
134 @8,23# 28.79/26

0.13745 0.13640 0.3648244
139 @8,23# 25.39/26

0.13710 0.13710 0.3522244
150 @8,23# 26.83/26

0.13745 0.13710 0.3412263
164 @8,23# 24.85/26

0.13745 0.13745 0.3306295
190 @8,23# 28.83/26
to
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ence inamPS determined for the two lattice sizes amounts
0.6% at the largest and 1.5% at the smallest quark mass
all values ofk the deviation is a 2s effect.

By contrast, no statistically significant finite-size effec
are observed in the vector channel. In fact, the values
amV are slightly higher on the larger lattice. This might b
attributed to the fact that no estimate for contributions fro
excited states was available for all hadron masses comp
on 323364, since only single-cosh fits could be performe
Indeed, one of the caveats in the analysis of finite-volu
effects in both channels is the fact that the data for the
lattice sizes shown in Tables II and III have not been o
tained using the same fitting procedure. We have, theref
repeated the analysis for the smaller volume, by perform
single-cosh fits for appropriately chosen intervals. The
sults are consistent with those shown in the tab
However, in the pseudoscalar channel it is also possibl
choose small fitting intervals close totmax such that the
single-cosh fits onL'1.5 fm produce smaller values wit
larger errors, which are both compatible with the results
the tables and also with those obtained on the larger volu
We conclude that the finite-size effects observed in the ps
doscalar channel appear to be genuine, but without fur
investigations one cannot rule out entirely that they hav
statistical origin. For vector mesons no significant effects
observed.

B. Vector-pseudoscalar mass splitting

It has been known for some time that lattice results
tained in the quenched approximation fail to reproduce
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experimental fact that the vector-pseudoscalar hyper
splitting is constant over a wide range of quark masses,
mV

22mPS
2 '0.55 GeV2. Indeed, lattice estimates for thi

quantity are in general much lower when unimproved W
son fermions are employed.

In order to study the effect ofO(a) improvement on the
hyperfine splitting, we have plotted our results for the N
and TAD data sets in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. In
order to display the influence of finite lattice spacing, w
have expressed our results in units of the hadronic radiur 0
@33#, using its lattice determination in Ref.@34#. The figure
demonstrates that with improvement~either nonperturbative
or mean field! the hyperfine splittings show much weak
variation over the studied range of quark masses, comp
to the unimproved case~see, e.g., Ref.@19#!. However, the
small slope in the data forr 0

2(mV
22mPS

2 ) as a function of
(r 0mPS)

2 suggests that the experimentally observedvery
weak dependence on the quark mass is not reproduced b
lattice data.

By comparing the NP and TAD data sets, it appears t
the dependence on the lattice spacing is somewhat sm
for nonperturbativecsw. Of course, this needs to be corrob
rated in a real scaling analysis at a fixed value of (r 0mPS)

2.
At first sight it may seem surprising that the lattice resu

for the hyperfine splitting overestimate the experimenta
observed values. However, lattice results for the splittings
the quenched approximation in physical units depe
strongly on the choice of scale. Indeed, if the scale is
using mK , the lattice values are much closer to experime
@35,28#. However, the main focus of this discussion is t
analysis of the dependence on the quark mass and the la
spacing.
6-6
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C. Parameter J

The parameterJ was introduced@36# as a means to detec
deviations between the quenched approximation and the
served hadron spectrum without relying on chiral extrapo
tions. It is defined through

J5mV

dmV

dmPS
2 , mV /mPS5mK* /mK , ~11!

and is thus related closely to the slope of the vect
pseudoscalar splitting discussed above. Its phenomenolo
value has been determined from the experimentally m
sured masses asJ50.48(2).

In Fig. 2 we plot our results for all our data sets as
function of the lattice spacing. Our values confirm previo
observations thatJ is underestimated in the quenched a
proximation. In fact, one finds that the low values forJ have
little to do with lattice artifacts, since there is no sign of t
data approaching the phenomenological value forJ in the
continuum limit. We conclude that low lattice estimates foJ
appear to be an intrinsic feature of the quenched approxi
tion.

IV. RESULTS FOR OCTET AND DECUPLET BARYONS

Our results for masses of octet and decuplet baryons
shown in Tables VI–XII. They have been obtained by p

FIG. 1. The vector-pseudoscalar hyperfine splittings for~a! the
NP and ~b! the TAD data sets. Open squares, solid circles, a
crosses denote the data atb56.2, 6.0, and 5.7, respectively. Th
experimental points are represented by the asterisks.
05450
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forming double-exponential fits to the~LL,SS! or ~LL,SL!
combination of baryon correlation functions, except on 33

364 for the NP data set atb56.0, where—in analogy to the
fits of the large-volume data in the mesonic sector—o
single-exponential fits to smeared correlators were con
ered.

Tables VI and VII contain the results for baryon masses
the nucleon (JP5 1

2
1) and D(JP5 3

2
1) channels for degen

erate combinations of quark masses, together with the fit
ranges and the values ofx2/NDF. These results can be ex
trapolated to the physical values of the quark masses in o
to determine the masses of the nucleon, theD~1232!, and the
V~1672!, as described in Sec. V.

A. Baryons for nondegenerate quark masses

In order to compute the masses of the physicalL, S, and
J states, one has to consider baryon correlators for non
generate combinations of quark masses. In the octet se
one has to distinguish between ‘‘S-like’’ and ‘‘ L-like’’ cor-
relators. Using the generic notationu,d,s to denote quark
flavors, we note thatS-like states are symmetric in the ligh
flavorsu,d, whereasL-like states are antisymmetric. On th
lattice the corresponding correlators are obtained by p
forming the appropriate contractions@37,38,28#. The JP

5 1
2

1 states of theS andL are then obtained from the cor
relation functions by averaging the 11 and 22 spinor indic

The correlators for decuplet baryons, which are symm
ric in all flavors u,d,s, are simpler to construct. They ar
obtained in terms of the interpolating operator

Dm; i jk5eabc~c i
aCgmc j

b!ck
c , ~12!

where i,j,k denote the quark flavor,a,b,c are color indices,
andC is the charge conjugation matrix. Correlation functio
for decuplet baryons are constructed from the correlation
Dm; i jk by projecting out the spin-3

2 component.
In Tables VIII–XII we list the results for octet~S, L-like!

and decuplet~D-like! baryons for nondegenerate combin
tions of quark masses. The fitting intervals, which are

d

FIG. 2. The parameterJ plotted versus the lattice spacing i
units of r 0 . Solid ~open! symbols denote the data using nonpertu
bative ~tadpole-improved! csw. The solid square denotes the da
point atb56.0 on the larger volume of 323364.
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TABLE VI. Masses for the nucleon andD for degenerate quark mass combinations for the nonperturbatively improved data

b L33T k amN @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF amD @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

6.0 163348 0.13344 0.80827
110 @9,23# 25.42/24 0.913222

19 @9,23# 21.84/24

0.13417 0.711213
116 @9,23# 25.74/24 0.852223

119 @9,23# 31.33/24

0.13455 0.665228
126 @9,23# 26.98/24 0.768236

152 @10,23# 40.37/22

6.0 323364 0.13344 0.799210
110 @3,18# 16.82/12 0.899214

113 @2,16# 17.56/11

0.13417 0.700215
111 @3,18# 15.99/12 0.818213

116 @2,16# 20.09/11

0.13455 0.641220
116 @3,18# 14.63/12 0.781214

118 @2,16# 21.66/11

6.2 243348 0.13460 0.58626
18 @10,23# 42.46/22 0.67127

18 @11,23# 20.35/20

0.13510 0.509210
110 @10,23# 41.09/22 0.618212

114 @11,23# 21.54/20

0.13530 0.487214
13 @10,23# 30.35/22 0.596213

119 @11,23# 20.31/20
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shown, are mostly identical to those chosen for the co
sponding channels in the degenerate case~Tables VI and
VII !. With our statistical accuracy we are not able to dist
guish betweenS- and L-like states; the different symmetr
properties in the quark flavors corresponding to the hopp
parametersk1 andk2 do not manifest themselves in statis
cally significant mass differences.

By extrapolating or interpolating the data ink1 ,k2 ,k3 to
the hopping parameters corresponding to the physical q
masses, one obtains the masses of theL, S, S* , J, J* , and
V. Note that nondegenerate combinations of quark ma
have not been computed atb55.7.

B. Finite-volume effects in the baryonic sector

The issue of finite-volume effects is of special importan
in the baryonic sector where these effects are expected t
more severe than for mesons. With our data we can as
the influence of finite-volume effects by comparing our
sults computed atb56.0 on either 163348 or 323364 using
the nonperturbative value ofcsw.

The numbers in Tables VI, VIII, and IX suggest that o
the large volume the mass estimates for both octet and
cuplet baryons are slightly smaller. For octet baryons t
05450
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decrease amounts to about 1.4% at the largest and 2.7
the smallest quark masses. The effect is roughly twice
large as for the pseudoscalar mesons discussed earlier
though finite-size effects for octet baryons are not signific
at our level of statistical accuracy, this does not necessa
indicate that those effects are absent.

For decuplet baryons the finite-volume effects are m
pronounced; they vary between 2.4% and 5.5%, again
creasing towards smaller quark masses. Here the discrep
between the results on the small and large volumes amo
to about 1.5 standard deviations. Thus we cannot excl
finite-size effects in our baryon data at a level of up to 2.5
for octet and 5.5% for decuplet baryons.

V. QUARK MASS DEPENDENCE

In this section we discuss the dependence of mesons
baryons on the quark mass. Usually, this dependence is m
eled using the results of chiral perturbation theory at low
order. It is then quite a delicate problem to decide whet
higher orders in the chiral expansion have to be includ
Furthermore, additional care must be taken in the quenc
approximation, where one expects deviations from the le
ing behavior for very small quark masses~i.e., close to the
TABLE VII. Masses for the nucleon andD for degenerate quark mass combinations for the tadpole-improved data.

b L33T k amN @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF amD @ tmin ,tmax# x2/NDF

5.7 163332 0.13843 1.42324
112 @7,15# 7.37/12 1.53928

121 @7,15# 23.62/12

0.14077 1.183211
114 @6,15# 15.96/14 1.334217

126 @7,15# 10.59/12

6.0 163348 0.13700 0.81724
19 @10,23# 21.26/22 0.90929

17 @10,23# 23.49/22

0.13810 0.67828
117 @10,23# 27.46/22 0.810213

113 @8,23# 23.95/26

0.13856 0.616216
126 @10,23# 26.95/22 0.774226

121 @8,23# 41.53/26

6.2 243348 0.13640 0.60826
18 @11,23# 34.87/20 0.69127

17 @11,23# 19.42/20

0.13710 0.50929
112 @11,23# 38.62/20 0.620210

111 @11,23# 23.87/20

0.13745 0.467220
112 @11,23# 22.68/20 0.577213

119 @11,23# 20.60/20
6-8
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TABLE VIII. Masses for S-like, L-like, and D-like baryons for nondegenerate quark masses forb56.0, L33T5163348 for the
nonperturbatively improved data.

k1 k2 k3 amS amL amD

0.13344 0.13344 0.13417 0.78026
110 0.77526

111 0.894212
111

0.13344 0.13344 0.13455 0.76627
111 0.75727

112 0.890212
114

0.13344 0.13417 0.13417 0.74328
112 0.74427

113 0.872213
114

0.13344 0.13417 0.13455 0.735210
112 0.722210

115 0.871214
115

0.13344 0.13455 0.13455 0.708214
113 0.713211

116 0.860218
119

0.13417 0.13344 0.13344 0.77126
111 0.78126

111

0.13417 0.13344 0.13417 0.74527
114 0.73928

112

0.13417 0.13344 0.13455 0.728210
112 0.72729

114

0.13417 0.13417 0.13455 0.697213
113 0.692212

116 0.845220
121

0.13417 0.13455 0.13455 0.677217
115 0.679215

117 0.837227
125

0.13455 0.13344 0.13344 0.75027
113 0.76928

112

0.13455 0.13344 0.13417 0.719210
115 0.734210

113

0.13455 0.13344 0.13455 0.717212
115 0.702214

114

0.13455 0.13417 0.13417 0.689213
118 0.698213

114

0.13455 0.13417 0.13455 0.679215
118 0.674219

115
ga

p
se
d

alar
rk
chiral limit!, due to the appearance of quenched chiral lo
rithms @39,40,37,41#. We will first motivate the functional
forms for the quark mass dependence used in this pa
determine the critical hopping parameter, and then pre
our results for hadron masses extrapolated or interpolate
the physical quark masses.
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A. Fit ansatz and the critical hopping parameter

Usually, the critical value of the hopping parameterkc is
determined at the point where the mass of the pseudosc
meson vanishes,mPS50. The simplest ansatz for the qua
mass dependence ofmPS, which is consistent withO(a)
TABLE IX. Masses forS-like, L-like, and D-like baryons for nondegenerate quark masses forb56.0, L33T5323364 for the
nonperturbatively improved data.

k1 k2 k3 amS amL amD

0.13344 0.13344 0.13417 0.769211
110 0.765211

110 0.873214
114

0.13344 0.13344 0.13455 0.755212
110 0.748213

110 0.859213
115

0.13344 0.13417 0.13417 0.732213
110 0.737212

110 0.845214
115

0.13344 0.13417 0.13455 0.726213
110 0.711215

110 0.832213
116

0.13344 0.13455 0.13455 0.695216
112 0.704215

110 0.820213
117

0.13417 0.13344 0.13344 0.764211
19 0.772211

110

0.13417 0.13344 0.13417 0.740212
110 0.730213

110

0.13417 0.13344 0.13455 0.716214
110 0.719214

111

0.13417 0.13417 0.13455 0.684216
112 0.680216

112 0.805213
117

0.13417 0.13455 0.13455 0.659219
115 0.664218

113 0.793214
118

0.13455 0.13344 0.13344 0.745213
110 0.759211

110

0.13455 0.13344 0.13417 0.712214
111 0.724214

110

0.13455 0.13344 0.13455 0.711215
110 0.691216

112

0.13455 0.13417 0.13417 0.678216
113 0.684217

110

0.13455 0.13417 0.13455 0.666218
113 0.657219

116
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TABLE X. Masses forS-like, L-like, andD-like baryons for nondegenerate quark masses forb56.2, L33T5243348 for the nonper-
turbatively improved data.

k1 k2 k3 amS amL amD

0.13460 0.13460 0.13510 0.55529
13 0.54827

18 0.65628
17

0.13460 0.13460 0.13530 0.547210
11 0.53428

19 0.64828
18

0.13460 0.13510 0.13510 0.528210
18 0.52428

19 0.63828
19

0.13460 0.13510 0.13530 0.522210
110 0.510211

17 0.63028
110

0.13460 0.13530 0.13530 0.513212
17 0.502212

18 0.62329
111

0.13510 0.13460 0.13460 0.54526
19 0.55227

19

0.13510 0.13460 0.13510 0.52528
19 0.522210

19

0.13510 0.13460 0.13530 0.514210
19 0.516210

17

0.13510 0.13510 0.13530 0.500211
16 0.497211

13 0.611210
112

0.13510 0.13530 0.13530 0.497211
17 0.474227

14 0.606211
113

0.13530 0.13460 0.13460 0.53027
19 0.54327

110

0.13530 0.13460 0.13510 0.509211
17 0.516210

111

0.13530 0.13460 0.13530 0.503211
19 0.507214

16

0.13530 0.13510 0.13510 0.493212
11 0.497213

17

0.13530 0.13510 0.13530 0.487213
11 0.497215

14
as

hiral

ns of
improvement, is

mPS
2 5B~m̃q,11m̃q,2!, ~13!

where m̃q,i , i 51,2, denotes the rescaled, bare quark m
defined in Eq.~7!.
05450
s

Assuming that the ansatz in Eq.~13! is justified~i.e., both
higher orders in the quark mass as well as quenched c
logarithms are assumed to be absent!, we have determined
kc using both degenerate and nondegenerate combinatio
quark masses, by inserting the definition ofm̃q into Eq.~13!,
which leads to the general fit ansatz
TABLE XI. Masses forS-like, L-like, and D-like baryons for nondegenerate quark masses forb56.0, L33T5163348 for the
tadpole-improved data.

k1 k2 k3 amS amL amD

0.13700 0.13700 0.13810 0.77725
111 0.77125

111 0.87329
18

0.13700 0.13700 0.13856 0.76125
112 0.74926

113 0.882215
16

0.13700 0.13810 0.13810 0.72227
114 0.73227

113 0.853218
14

0.13700 0.13810 0.13856 0.71328
115 0.70329

116 0.845217
19

0.13700 0.13856 0.13856 0.678212
119 0.69729

115 0.832217
112

0.13810 0.13700 0.13700 0.76625
111 0.77825

112

0.13810 0.13700 0.13810 0.73327
114 0.71827

114

0.13810 0.13700 0.13856 0.70627
114 0.70728

115

0.13810 0.13810 0.13856 0.659213
118 0.659212

120 0.810220
112

0.13810 0.13856 0.13856 0.634219
122 0.643212

120 0.787219
119

0.13856 0.13700 0.13700 0.74127
113 0.76325

114

0.13856 0.13700 0.13810 0.69828
117 0.71027

116

0.13856 0.13700 0.13856 0.69728
115 0.672212

118

0.13856 0.13810 0.13810 0.654211
121 0.655212

118

0.13856 0.13810 0.13856 0.642210
121 0.626219

123
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TABLE XII. Masses for S-like, L-like, and D-like baryons for nondegenerate quark masses fob
56.2, L33T5243348 for the tadpole-improved data.

k1 k2 k3 amS amL amD

0.13640 0.13640 0.13710 0.57628
13 0.56826

17 0.65626
17

0.13640 0.13640 0.13745 0.55427
16 0.54527

19 0.65227
18

0.13640 0.13710 0.13710 0.53928
19 0.53527

111 0.64227
19

0.13640 0.13710 0.13745 0.52628
19 0.51029

19 0.62728
110

0.13640 0.13745 0.13745 0.504213
19 0.491210

116 0.61929
111

0.13710 0.13640 0.13640 0.56325
16 0.57127

18

0.13710 0.13640 0.13710 0.53928
17 0.53228

111

0.13710 0.13640 0.13745 0.51528
110 0.51828

18

0.13710 0.13710 0.13745 0.494211
16 0.491211

13 0.602210
111

0.13710 0.13745 0.13745 0.463224
112 0.457222

15 0.593211
112

0.13745 0.13640 0.13640 0.54027
16 0.55827

19

0.13745 0.13640 0.13710 0.51028
110 0.52229

110

0.13745 0.13640 0.13745 0.49729
115 0.492215

18

0.13745 0.13710 0.13710 0.470219
18 0.492213

17

0.13745 0.13710 0.13745 0.455223
17 0.451225
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k2
D1gS 1

k1
2 1

1

k2
2D , ~14!

where the fit parametersa, b, andg are related toB, kc , and
bm through

a5
B

kc
S 211

bm

2kc
D , b5

B

2 S 12
bm

kc
D , g5

Bbm

4
.

~15!

As mentioned in Sec. II, we have used the tadpole-impro
perturbative estimate at one loop forbm . In order to study
the sensitivity ofkc on bm , we have also used its estimate
one-loop perturbation theory in the bare coupling, as wel
its tree-level valuebm521/2 and, atb56.2 for the NP data
set, the nonperturbative determination of Ref.@24#. In order
05450
d

s

to enable direct comparisons withkc estimates from earlier
simulations using tadpole improvement, we have also co
putedkc for bm50 for the TAD data set. Our results, whic
are collected in Table XIII, show little dependence on t
value of bm . The largest deviations are observed atb
55.7. Furthermore, using the nonperturbative value ofbm at
b56.2 yields a result which is entirely compatible with th
ones obtained using one-loop perturbative estimates.

We conclude that for our range of quark masses, estim
for bm based on one-loop perturbation theory are sufficien
obtain stable results forkc for b*6.0.

We can now justify our ansatz, Eq.~13!, by plottingmPS
2

as a function of (m̃q,11m̃q,2)/2 in units ofr 0 for both NP and
TAD data sets. This is shown in Fig. 3 where the lines d
note the fits based on Eq.~13!. The plots show that no sig
nificant departure from the linear behavior predicted
espec-
udo-
TABLE XIII. Values for kc for all data sets. The labels ‘‘Tree,’’ ‘‘Bare,’’ and ‘‘Tad’’ refer to the
coefficientbm estimated either at tree-level, bare, and tadpole-improved one-loop perturbation theory, r
tively. Also shown are the results of Ref.@8#, obtained using the current quark mass instead of the pse
scalar mass.

b L33T bm50 Tree Bare Tad Ref.@8#

NP 6.0 163348 0.13525929
116 0.13525529

116 0.13525229
116

0.135196~14!
6.0 323364 0.135241210

19 0.135237210
19 0.135235210

19

6.2 243348 0.135818214
117 0.135816214

117 0.135815214
117 0.135795~13!

TAD 5.7 163348 0.143408245
129 0.143240240

127 0.143206239
126 0.143179238

126

6.0 163348 0.13924027
120 0.13921626

119 0.13921226
119 0.13920926

119

6.2 243348 0.137912213
119 0.137900212

118 0.137898212
118 0.137897212

118
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lowest-order chiral perturbation theory is observed in
range of quark masses investigated. Thus we find no
dence for higher-order terms in the chiral expansion ofmPS

2 ;
nor do our data support the presence of quenched chiral l
rithms. The latter is most probably due to the fact that
quark masses used in our simulations are not light enou

Furthermore, we wish to point out that a more sophis
cated analysis@18# of the quark mass dependence of the d
in Table II revealed that higher-order terms proportional
(m̃q,12m̃q,2)

2 contribute below the 1% level.
Based on our observations in the pseudoscalar chan

which usually offers the most precise information about
quark mass dependence, we have used the following fu
tional forms for vector mesons, octet, and decuplet baryo

mV5AV1CV~m̃q,11m̃q,2!, ~16!

moct5AO1CO~m̃q,11m̃q,21m̃q,3!,
~17!

mdec5AD1CD~m̃q,11m̃q,21m̃q,3!.
~18!

The corresponding fits are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the
and TAD data sets, respectively. As in the case of pseu
scalar mesons, we observe that for our level of precision
range of quark masses there is no evidence for curvatur
the data. We conclude that Eqs.~13!–~18! represent appro

FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar squared plotted versus the aver
quark mass,m̄q5(m̃q,11m̃q,2)/2, in units ofr 0 for ~a! the NP and
~b! the TAD data sets. Open squares, solid circles, and cro
denote the data atb56.2, 6.0, and 5.7, respectively.
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priate fitting functions for our data. A detailed analysis
more complicated models for the quark mass depende
described in@28# resulted in similar findings.

In a given channel~i.e., pseudoscalar and vector meso
S-, L-, andD-like baryons! we have determined the param
eters B,AV ,CV ,... from uncorrelated, simultaneous fits t
degenerate and nondegenerate combinations of q
masses. The only exception was the dataset atb55.7, for
which only two degenerate combinations of quark mas
had been computed in the baryonic channels. Therefore
quark mass dependence atb55.7 is not really controlled.
Nevertheless, we have included the results in the follow
analysis.

B. Hadrons at physical values of the quark masses

Our task now is to make contact with the physical hadr
spectrum by matching the quark masses in Eqs.~13!–~18! to
the masses of the physicalu, d, ands quarks. Here we em-
ploy the axial Ward identities, which, for the physical pse
doscalar mesons~in the continuum theory!, read

mp6
2

5B~mu1md!, ~19!

mK6
2

5B~mu1ms!, mK0
2

5B~md1ms!. ~20!

ed

es

FIG. 4. Data for~a! vector mesons,~b! S-like baryons, and~c!
D-like baryons plotted versus the averaged quark massm̄q5(m̃q,1

1m̃q,21m̃q,3)/3 in units of r 0 for the nonperturbatively improved
~NP! data set. Open squares and solid circles denote the datab
56.2 and 6.0, respectively. The lines represent the fits to Eqs.~16!–
~18!.
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QUENCHED QCD WITHO(a) IMPROVEMENT: THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 054506
By assuming isospin symmetry, i.e.,mu5md , one can define
the so-called ‘‘normal’’ quark massmn through

mn[
1

2
~mu1md! ~21!

and the isospin-averaged combination of kaon masses a

mK
2 [

1

2
~mK6

2
1mK0

2
!, ~22!

such that

mp6
2

52Bmn , ~23!

mK
2 5B~mn1ms!. ~24!

InsertingmK6
2

5493.7 MeV andmK05497.7 MeV @42#, one
obtains2

mK5495.7 MeV. ~25!

2In principle, one also has to compensate for the electromagn
binding energy of about20.7 MeV in Eq.~25! ~see, e.g., Ref.@18#!.
However, this has not been done in this paper.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the TAD data set. Open squares, s
circles, and crosses denote the data atb56.2, 6.0, and 5.7, respec
tively.
05450
Using our lattice estimates for the parameterB, we can de-
termine the combination of~bare! quark massesm̃s1m̃n and
the quark massm̃n through

a~m̃s1m̃n!5~aQ!2
~mK /Q!phys

2

aB
, ~26!

am̃n5~aQ!2
~mp /Q!phys

2

2aB
, ~27!

whereQ is the quantity which sets the lattice scale and
subscript ‘‘phys’’ denotes that the physical ratio is to
taken. It is a well-known fact that in the quenched appro
mation there is an intrinsic ambiguity associated with t
lattice scale. In order to estimate this ambiguity, we ha
used three different quantities forQ, namely,

Q5r 0
21, r 050.5 fm, r 0

215395 MeV,

Q5mK* , mK* 5893.9 MeV,

Q5mN , mN5938 MeV. ~28!

Here the valuemK* 5893.9 MeV is the isospin-averaged re
sult, i.e.,mK* 5 1

2 (mK* 61mK* 0). Lattice data forr 0 /a and
its error at all relevantb values were taken from Ref.@34#. In
particular, we used the interpolating formula, Eq.~2.18! of
@34#.

The following comments apply to our chosen set of latt
scales.

~i! On the lattice the mass of theK* meson is obtained
through an interpolation of data points, which is intrinsica
a safe procedure. However, the physicalK* is an unstable
hadron with a finite width; resonance effects are not c
trolled in the lattice calculation.

~ii ! The nucleon is a stable hadron, but in lattice simu
tions its mass is obtained only by an extrapolation close
the chiral limit. In view of the possible presence of quench
chiral logarithms, this extrapolation is hard to control. Fu
thermore, precise lattice determinations of baryon masses
more difficult compared to the mesonic sector, due to lar
statistical errors and the possibility of relatively large finit
size effects.

~iii ! The hadronic radiusr 0 is known accurately for a
wide range of lattice spacings@34#, but a direct experimenta
measurement is not available. Its phenomenological valu
r 050.5 fm is estimated from potential models fitted to e
perimental data.

In Table XIV we have collected the results for the ho
ping parameterskn and ks , corresponding to the quar
massesam̃n and am̃s , obtained for our three differen
choices ofQ and using the tadpole-improved perturbati
estimate forbm in the definition ofam̃q . Thus, in spite of the
difficulties associated with extrapolations to the chiral lim
we have chosen to computeam̃n and to quote lattice esti
mates formr , mN , andmD .

The physical vector meson, octet, and decuplet bar
masses have been computed by inserting the appropr
combinations ofam̃n andam̃s , corresponding to the physi

tic

lid
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TABLE XIV. Values for kn andks determined for three different quantitiesQ to set the lattice scale. All
estimates were obtained by settingbm equal to its tadpole-improved perturbative value.

b L33T

Q5r 0
21 Q5mK* Q5mN

kn ks kn ks kn ks

NP 6.0 163348 0.1352022
11 0.1340122

12 0.1352021
12 0.1338326

14 0.1351722
12 0.13318218

119

6.0 323364 0.1351921
11 0.1339822

12 0.1351821
11 0.1337627

15 0.1351621
11 0.13327214

119

6.2 243348 0.1357822
11 0.1349522

12 0.1357721
12 0.1347625

13 0.1357621
12 0.1343824

113

TAD 5.7 163348 0.1430623
14 0.1401223

15 0.1430724
13 0.14029210

111 0.1430224
13 0.13904221

122

6.0 163348 0.1391522
11 0.1378022

11 0.1391521
12 0.1376925

15 0.1391321
12 0.13712220

113

6.2 243348 0.1378622
11 0.1369922

12 0.1378521
12 0.1368025

13 0.1378421
12 0.1365526

112
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ch

no
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for
for
on

ass
cal quark content, into Eqs.~16!–~18!. The results, in units
of either r 0 , mK* , or mN , are shown in Tables XV, XVI,
and XVII, respectively. These tables contain the data w
L/a<24 only. For completeness, the nonperturbatively i
proved data obtained on 323364, b56.0, which have not
been used in the continuum extrapolation, are listed in Ta
XVIII.

It has been observed that several tests of the quen
approximation can be performed at intermediate values
the quark mass~e.g., near the strange quark mass!, so that
extrapolations to the chiral limit as a reference point are
required@36#. Furthermore, it has been suggested that pr
05450
h
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erties of the effective chiral Lagrangian can be studied
unphysicalquark masses. A convenient reference point
future lattice studies is then provided by the conditi
(mPSr 0)253.0, which has already been chosen in Ref.@18#.
We have interpolated our results in the vector meson,S, and
D channels to that point by defining a reference quark m
m̃ref through

2~aB!~am̃ref!~r 0 /a!253.0 ~29!

and inserting its value into Eqs.~16!–~18!. The results are
shown in Table XIX.
TABLE XV. Results for the physical meson and baryon masses with the lattice scale set byr 0 .

mr r 0 mK* r 0 mfr 0

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 1.982254
138 2.224239

128 2.466225
119

6.0 2.189256
156 2.121249

148 2.422242
141 2.356236

136 2.655228
129 2.592223

125

6.2 2.254281
169 2.211267

166 2.468255
151 2.433250

148 2.682235
134 2.654234

133

Cont. 2.352~163! 2.540~117! 2.729~77!

mNr 0 mSr 0 mLr 0 mJr 0

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 2.7427
16 3.0525

15 3.0525
15 3.3524

15

6.0 3.08213
113 2.9229

114 3.36211
110 3.2227

111 3.34211
111 3.2127

111 3.6328
19 3.5225

19

6.2 3.02214
14 2.87212

16 3.31211
14 3.1829

15 3.30212
13 3.18210

14 3.5928
13 3.5027

14

Cont. 2.92~24! 3.23~19! 3.22~20! 3.54~15!

mDr 0 mS* r 0 mJ* r 0 mVr 0

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 3.2929
112 3.5527

110 3.8126
18 4.0824

17

6.0 4.12219
126 3.93216

111 4.29216
120 4.13213

19 4.47212
114 4.32210

16 4.6429
19 4.5228

15

6.2 4.02212
116 3.9629

111 4.24210
113 4.1827

19 4.4628
110 4.4026

17 4.6826
17 4.6225

16

Cont. 3.86~37! 4.15~29! 4.44~22! 4.72~17!
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TABLE XVI. Same as Table XV, but with the scale set bymK* .

mr /mK* mf /mK*

b NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 0.89629
13 1.10524

12

6.0 0.890217
110 0.887213

110 1.11327
11 1.10726

14

6.2 0.903225
112 0.893223

114 1.112210
12 1.107210

12

Cont. 0.921256
132 1.110221

18

mN /mK* mS /mK* mL /mK* mJ /mK*

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 1.239237
137 1.372229

132 1.372229
132 1.504222

128

6.0 1.253264
151 1.220241

157 1.385250
141 1.360232

146 1.379250
140 1.356231

145 1.517235
131 1.500224

136

6.2 1.212268
118 1.160256

122 1.352252
115 1.312243

118 1.347255
113 1.313244

113 1.491237
114 1.465233

113

Cont. 1.14218
16 1.29214

15 1.29215
15 1.45210

14

mD /mK* mS* /mK* mJ* /mK* mV /mK*

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 1.487246
155 1.600236

149 1.713228
143 1.826221

136

6.0 1.672288
199 1.645271

144 1.756267
170 1.735260

134 1.841252
146 1.825247

126 1.926240
126 1.916237

120

6.2 1.609258
159 1.598247

142 1.716250
143 1.705238

132 1.823241
131 1.811232

124 1.930236
122 1.918230

120

Cont. 1.50217
117 1.64213

113 1.79210
19 1.9328
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Another reference point which does not require extra
lations to the chiral limit is defined at the point where

mPS/mV50.7. ~30!

Results for the vector meson and nucleon masses at the
erence point defined by Eq.~30! have been quoted in@14,9#.
Our estimates in the vector,S, andD channels are included
in Table XIX. By comparing the results in Tables XIX an
XV, one observes that both reference points correspon
the case of degenerate light quarks with masses around
of the strange quark.

VI. CONTINUUM LIMIT

We are now in a position to discuss the extrapolation
our results to the continuum limit. This will finally enable u
to make a direct comparison with experimental data and
results of Ref.@4#, obtained using the unimproved Wilso
action.

For hadron masses computed using the nonperturba
determination ofcsw, the leading cutoff effects are expecte
to be of ordera2. Detailed scaling studies have confirme
that the approach to the continuum limit for spectral qua
ties @9,43# and matrix elements@43# is indeed consistent with
such a leading order. By contrast, it is expected that sm
terms of ordera cannot be excluded when tadpole improv
ment is used@14#.

From our list of simulation parameters in Table I it
clear that separate continuum extrapolations of the results
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the NP and TAD data sets are not feasible. We have th
fore chosen to perform simultaneous extrapolations by
suming leading lattice artifacts of ordera2 for the NP and
artifacts of both ordera and a2 for the TAD data set. The
ansatz for the continuum extrapolation of a generic had
massM in units of r 0 then reads

r 0M5 H r 0M ua501BNP~a/r 0!2,
r 0M ua501ATAD~a/r 0!1BTAD~a/r 0!2. ~31!

In other words, one requires that the data computed for n
perturbative and tadpole improvement extrapolate to a c
mon continuum value. By combining the results obtained
threeb values for tadpole improvement with those at twob
values in the case of nonperturbative improvement, we h
five data points to determine the four fit parametersM, BNP,
ATAD, andBTAD. Note that the data obtained on 323364 at
b56.0 have not been used. It is worth pointing out that
spatial volume atb55.7 is larger than those for the large
two b values which enter the extrapolations.

In Fig. 6 we show examples of continuum extrapolatio
based on Eq.~31!, namely, one representative of each of t
vector meson, octet, and decuplet baryon channels, res
tively. The extrapolations have been repeated for the o
two choices of the lattice scale, i.e.,Q5mK* andmN . The
value ofx2/NDF for these fits was quite low~below 1! for all
channels considered.

The results are listed in Tables XV–XVII in the row la
beled ‘‘Cont.’’ These numbers represent the final results
6-15
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TABLE XVII. Same as Table XV, but with the scale set by the nucleon massmN .

mr /mN mK* /mN mf /mN

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 0.727230
125 0.843220

118 0.959212
113

6.0 0.709234
137 0.726236

127 0.837224
128 0.848227

120 0.965217
121 0.970220

115

6.2 0.744223
144 0.769221

139 0.859214
134 0.882215

131 0.97527
126 0.995212

124

Cont. 0.796248
186 0.894229

165 0.992222
151

mS /mN mL /mN mJ /mN

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 1.15023
15 1.15023

15 1.29925
19

6.0 1.15128
110 1.15627

16 1.14829
110 1.15329

17 1.303216
120 1.311213

111

6.2 1.15426
112 1.16225

18 1.15129
111 1.162210

110 1.308212
123 1.32329

116

Cont. 1.161212
123 1.157220

121 1.321225
146

mD /mN mS* /mN mJ* /mN mV /mN

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 1.198240
149 1.326230

142 1.454223
135 1.582216

131

6.0 1.330275
199 1.344283

147 1.427260
176 1.445270

137 1.524251
153 1.545257

128 1.621257
149 1.646249

128

6.2 1.325236
194 1.376235

178 1.443230
176 1.488228

165 1.561223
160 1.601225

157 1.679224
149 1.714223

150

Cont. 1.33210
120 1.4727

116 1.6125
112 1.7624
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the physical hadrons in this paper. In addition we have a
performed continuum extrapolations of hadrons interpola
to (mPSr 0)253.0. The results are also included in Tab
XIX.

To check whether or not the continuum extrapolations
different choices of the lattice scale are controlled, one

TABLE XVIII. Results for the physical meson and baryon
masses atb56.0 on 323364.

mr /Q mK* /Q mf /Q

Q5r 0
21 2.243251

159 2.461238
145 2.680227

132

Q5mK* 0.898212
113 1.11127

15

Q5mN 0.746227
142 0.863221

134 0.980217
128

mN /Q mS /Q mL /Q mJ /Q

Q5r 0
21 3.00215

110 3.29211
18 3.27212

18 3.5829
17

Q5mK* 1.201262
143 1.343251

132 1.337252
132 1.484238

125

Q5mN 1.15529
19 1.15129

18 1.310218
118

mD /Q mS* /Q mJ* /Q mV /Q

Q5r 0
21 3.81210

114 4.0328
112 4.2628

110 4.4827
18

Q5mK* 1.525246
158 1.635241

146 1.745237
138 1.855237

132

Q5mN 1.267243
173 1.387237

163 1.508233
153 1.628234

146
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compare, for instance, the continuum result for a particu
hadron in units ofmK* , i.e., (M /mK* ) with the ratio
(r 0M )/(r 0mK* ). It then turns out that not only are the value
consistent within errors, but they are also numerically ve
close. This gives us further confidence that the continu
estimates in Tables XV–XVII are reliable.

From the results in the tables, one can also estimate
size of lattice artifacts at a fixedb value, say,b56.0, which
roughly corresponds toa'0.1 fm. Using the numbers from
Table XV, one infers that lattice artifacts for both meso
and baryons atb56.0 are of the order of 5% or less. Apa
from Tables XV–XIX and Fig. 6, some information abo
the relative scaling behavior of the NP and TAD data s
can also be gained from Figs. 3–5. Here one observes
data for mesons and baryons in units ofr 0 are almost inde-
pendent of the lattice spacing forb>6.0. This is particularly
pronounced when nonperturbative improvement is e
ployed. It is also clear that significant lattice artifacts a
present in the tadpole improved data atb55.7.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our final results in Tables XV–XVII and XIX can now b
compared to other lattice calculations and experimental d

In Ref. @18# results for vector mesons computed using t
nonperturbative value ofcsw were presented. By comparin
our results forr 0mV computed at (r 0mPS)

253.0 and those
for r 0mK* to Ref. @18#, we find differences of one to two
standard deviations at most. Since the numerical proced
6-16
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TABLE XIX. Results for vector mesons, octet~S-like!, and decuplet~D-like! baryons, in units ofr 0 ,
interpolated to the reference points defined by (mPSr 0)253.0 andmPS/mV50.7.

(mPSr 0)253.0

mVr 0 mSr 0 mDr 0

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 2.466231
123 3.651228

139 4.067240
169

6.0 2.649229
129 2.586223

125 3.897254
167 3.805241

170 4.638293
189 4.508279

144

6.2 2.677235
134 2.649234

133 3.871263
136 3.806256

136 4.668265
170 4.612249

157

Cont. 2.725~78! 3.83~12! 4.71~17!

mPS/mV50.7

mVr 0 mSr 0 mDr 0

b NP TAD NP TAD NP TAD

5.7 2.451235
132 3.633241

149 4.051255
179

6.0 2.760235
137 2.669225

137 4.112248
168 3.957237

175 4.776280
164 4.607269

146

6.2 2.796239
145 2.758236

143 4.115266
163 4.043256

153 4.855268
163 4.777252

162

Cont. 2.845~94! 4.13~15! 4.97~15!
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employed in@18# are quite different to those used in th
paper~see also@17#!, this agreement is an important check
the stability of our results, both at finite lattice spacing and
the continuum limit.

As mentioned in the Introduction, one important goal
this study is to corroborate earlier findings by GF11@5# and
the CP-PACS Collaboration@4#, using an improved discreti
zation of the QCD action. In Fig. 7 we present our fin
results in physical units, computed using eithermK* or mN to
set the scale. Our numbers are compared to the CP-P
results, obtained usingmr to set the scale and to the expe
mental numbers.

The first observation is that, on the whole, the two sim
lations agree quite well, although the errors quoted by C
PACS are in general much smaller. This confirms the pre
ous conclusion that the quenched light hadron spect
agrees within 10% with experiment. This independent c
firmation, using results in theO(a) improved theory, is an
important result, since lattice artifacts for unimproved W
son fermions are in general much larger@35,9#, so that con-
tinuum extrapolations can be quite drastic.

It must be mentioned, though, that the overall precision
our results cannot match those of Ref.@4# for the following
reasons. First, our calculations have been performed
fairly narrow range of quark masses, for relatively small v
umes~mostly for L'1.5 fm!. Therefore, possible deviation
from a linear quark mass dependence close to the chiral l
could not be detected or controlled. This affects mai
states like ther, nucleon, or theD. Indeed, the modeling o
the observed downward curvature in the data reported in@4#
turned out to be a significant factor in the detection of
deviation from the experimentally observed spectrum. F
thermore, as far as our baryonic data are concerned, the
ral behavior atb55.7 is not controlled at all, since only tw
data points have been computed, so that we had toassume
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linearity in the quark mass. Finally, our data are subject
finite-size corrections. For hadron masses computed at
physical values of the quark masses these effects amou
at most 2% for vector mesons, 1–3 % for octets, and 4–
for decuplet baryons~cf. Tables XV–XVIII!.

To some extent one can check against possible finite-
effects in our results by setting the scale using the nucl
mass. As a baryon, the nucleon might also be affected m
by finite-size effects, and it is reasonable to expect a~partial!
cancellation of these effects in the ratiosmhadron/mN . In-
deed, as can be seen from Fig. 7, our results in physical u
decrease when the scale is set bymN rather thanmK* , al-
though the difference is mostly not significant.

If the differences in the results due to different choices
the lattice scale is not attributed to finite-size effects, th
they serve to estimate the intrinsic scale ambiguity in
quenched approximation in the continuum limit. On the ba
of the results in Tables XV–XVII, one can infer that in th
most extreme cases the difference between the highest
lowest values in physical units amounts to about 20%.
may then assign an uncertainty of610% to our results in
physical units as a consequence of the scale ambiguity.

To summarize, we have presented a comprehensive s
of the light hadron spectrum in quenched QCD, using i
proved Wilson actions. Qualitative results indicate an i
proved behavior of the pseudoscalar-vector mass splitt
The parameterJ, on the other hand, shows no sign of a
proaching its phenomenological value of 0.48~2!, even in the
continuum limit. This appears to be an intrinsic feature of t
quenched approximation.

Our results show thatO(a) improvement works well for
spectral quantities. Hadron masses computed for nonpe
bativecsw and expressed in units ofr 0 show almost no de-
pendence on the lattice spacing forb>6.0. We also find that
the extrapolations to the continuum limit are quite mild
6-17
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general. That is, fora'0.1 fm lattice artifacts amount to
about 5% or less.

We have presented further evidence that the quenc
light hadron spectrum agrees with experiment to within 10
Further technical improvements, including, in particular, t
modeling of the quark mass dependence and the additio
more points in the continuum extrapolations should
implemented to increase the overall precision.

FIG. 6. Examples of simultaneous continuum extrapolations
the NP and TAD data sets.~a! TheK* meson,~b! the nucleon, and
~c! theD. Solid circles denote the data computed using the non
turbative estimate ofcsw, whereas the tadpole-improved data a
represented by open squares.
.
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The next step is the extension of this investigation to
cay constants and matrix elements. First results have alre
been presented in@44–46#. Here an attractive feature is th
availability of nonperturbative determinations of some ren
malization factors@47,48#.
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FIG. 7. The quenched light hadron spectrum computed in
O(a)-improved and its comparison to the results of Ref.@4#, ob-
tained using the unimproved Wilson action~solid circles!. The lev-
els of the experimental points are denoted by the solid lines.
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